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Abstract

The non-motorized air systems for intelligence, monitoring and control of the earth surface have gained currency and are used for various tactic flight’s tasks and missions. The non-motorized aircrafts (NMA) and the air-monitoring systems that include board and land part are key elements of these systems. The world experience in using NMA for these uses shows that they are most suitable where the exploitation conditions are very extreme and there is an unacceptable risk for operations of piloted aviation. Such are intelligence and observation of strictly guarded sites, zones, where military operations are conducted as well as regions with large scale fires and floods. The use of people in these conditions is connected with actual threat for their lives and practically, NMA as a tool for collecting and processing of information is irreplaceable.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The non-motorized aircrafts find wider and wider application in the recent years for solving wide range of tasks in military science, ecology, environment monitoring, calamities and averages. Non-motorized aircraft systems for intelligence, monitoring and control of the earth surface have gained wide distribution and are used in various tactic flight’s tasks and missions. Key elements of these systems are the non-motorized aircrafts (NMA) and the systems for air monitoring that include board and land part. The world experience in using NMA for these uses shows that they are most suitable where the exploitation conditions are very extreme and there is an unacceptable risk for operations of piloted aviation. Such are intelligence and observation of strictly guarded sites, zones, where military operations are conducted as well as regions with large scale fires and floods. The use of people in these conditions is connected with actual threat for their lives and practically, NMA as a tool for collecting and processing of information is irreplaceable.

2. ANALYSIS OF THE METHODS FOR REGISTRATION OF THE IMAGES RECEIVED FROM THE INFORMATION SYSTEMS OF NON-MOTORIZED AIRCRAFTS

Monitoring the air space, the earth and water surface, depending on the particular tasks that are to be solved, air-pictures, hydro-meteorological situation, atmosphere study, radio-metric control of calamity areas, seismic control, control of the status of gas and oil pipelines, the electricity supply network, geological
studies, under-surface earth sounding, study of the ice situation, see motion could be made.

The scope of civil NMA application is:

- Small objects finding – air, over water, land;
- Air transport management – in hardly accessible areas, at vehement calamities and averages, of temporary airways in civil aviation;
- Control of sea vessels movement – searching for and finding vessels, warning for average situations in the ports, control of sea borders, control of proper fishing;
- Development of regional and cross-regional telecommunication networks – the connecting systems including the mobile ones, tele-radio-broadcasting, the navigation systems;
- Taking air pictures and control of the earth surface – cartography, inspection and observation of contractual obligations, control of the hydrologic and meteorological situation;
- Environmental situation control – radiation control, gas and chemical control, control of gas and oil pipelines, test of seismic sensors;
- Ensuring agricultural work and geologic studies – defining soil characteristics, study for minerals, under surface (up to 100 m) earth sounding;
- Ocean studies – study of the ice, study of the sea motion, searching for fish shoals.

A range of useful load is developed for NMA that includes digital camera, different types of tele-cameras and sensors, system for laser mapping (LIDAR), radar for synthesized aperture, which allows satisfaction of wide scope of clients’ requirements.

The data from the useful NMA load could be transferred in real time to a remote terminal placed in an automobile, plane or helicopter that execute target tasks (search for victims, for extinguishing fire, etc.). The remote terminal could be based, in particular, on the grounds of a portable computer and to include also receiving device with antenna.

Solving such type of problems, various types of sensors and systems are used, in particular, monitoring visualizing systems working in the optic spectrum range – 0.2 – 12. Despite their variety, each type of monitoring system in the optic range has limitations and specific possibilities when loaded on NMA.

Using radar with synthesized aperture gives great possibilities because it is designed for work in any weather conditions. In normal mode of functioning, it ensures receiving radio-location images of a terrain with resolution 1 meter. For a twenty-four hours, an image of an area of 138 000 km² at a distance of 200 km² could be received. In points mode, a picture with size of the terrain of 2×2 km is received, and for 24 hours, more than 1900 images could be received with resolution of 0.3 m. In the third mode, the radar could accompany moving targets if its speed is over 7 km/h.

A day digital-optic camera that ensures receiving images with high resolution. Sensor (1024×1,024 pixels), connected to a telephoto lens with focal length 1750 mm. Depending on the programme, there are two modes of functioning. The first is scanning in a strip 10 km wide. And the second one is detailed image of a terrain of 2×2 km. An infrared (IR) sensor (640×480 pixels) that uses the same telephoto lens is used for receiving night images.

Number of channels for connection could be used for transferring the information to the users. Along the satellite channel, the speed of transferring information is 50 Mbit/sec. Information with speed 137 Mbit/sec. could be transmitted along a channel of UHF range.

The interest toward NMA is provoked by their inexpensive exploitation and avoiding the risk for the crew. The limitation of the exploitation load is defined by the physiologic abilities of the person, the possibility for maintaining monitoring at multiple points for a very short period of time.

NMA could bring benefit and economies not only for the military but in the civil field. Their possibilities depend on a parameter such as height of flight up to 30 km. At such a height, the non-motorized aircraft could compete with the satellites that are at a height of about 400 kilometers. They could track everything that happens on a territory with area of about a million of square kilometers, which turns them into kind of „aerodynamic satellite”. The non-motorized aircrafts could take the functions of satellite groupings and to execute them in real time mode within the limits of a whole region.

24 satellites are necessary to make photo- and movie pictures from space or to monitor any objects, but
even then the information from them would be submitted once in an hour. The point is that the satellite is over the monitored object for only 15-20 minutes and then gets out of its visibility zone and gets back to this very same spot after making a revolution in a circle around the Earth. In contracts to the satellite, the non-motorized aircraft follows the point of monitoring constantly. It works at a height of 20 km more than 24 hours but returns to the base and another one takes its shift in the sky. One more appliance stays in reserve. This is great economy because the non-motorized aircrafts are considerably cheaper than the satellites.

The non-motorized aircrafts could compete with the satellites in the field of establishing telecommunication networks and in the navigation systems.

The non-motorized aircrafts could be assigned continuous circular twenty-four hours monitoring of the earth surface in a wide range. Using them, we could create an information field of the country that includes control and management of the air and water transport, because these appliances could have functions of land, air and satellite locators (the current information from them gives a full picture of what happens in the sky, in the water and on lands).

The NMA advantages are in the fact that first, they are considerably cheaper than the piloted aircrafts. Also, pilots have to be trained and this costs a lot of money. As a result of the absence of a crew onboard, the expenses for executing a task reduce considerably. Second, the light-weighted (in comparison to the piloted aircrafts) non-motorized aircrafts consume less fuel. A more realistic perspective opens before them even at a possible transition to cryogenic fuel. Third, in contrast to the piloted aircrafts, the NMA do not need airports of special surface.

NMA have gained wide popularity thanks to their possibility to receive various radio-technical information from terrain, where placing an operator (observer) is difficult. The progress of computing equipment and the digital technologies for signals processing (Bezryadin, 2003; Gruzman et al. 2000; Prett; 1982) allows considerable improvement of the quality, speed and volume of images procession and ensuring their transmission over big distances. Alongside, digital technologies have their disadvantages that influence their effectiveness when used in monitoring tools.

The technical monitoring systems are realized as optic appliances systems, placed immediately in the NMA body and solidly attached to its construction or with the help of gyro-stabilized platforms that ensure turning of the systems’ optic axes to all sides with preset speed. As a rule, the appliance’s optic axis solid connection with the NMA construction is used with the viewing aviation cameras and optic appliances in the front or other hemispheres of the aircraft.

The optic sensors and cameras differ considerably in dimensions and bulk and the realization of such specific requirements as distance to the object for photographing and the high terrain’s resolution lead inevitably to these systems bulk and value increase.

Practically, all optic appliances mounted in the aircraft’s construction have the possibility for a certain angular shifting for compensation of the aircraft’s angular position towards Earth’s surface and of the aircraft’s angular fluctuation regarding the normal coordinate system’s axes (Petrov, 2010).

The use of such appliances allows solving great amount of practical tasks but in order to get a quality result, the fulfillment of strict enough requirements towards the aircraft’s stabilization in the air at the moment of monitoring is necessary. Unfortunately, such systems’ functioning principle as a whole does not allow realizing modes of accompanying of targets, and when trying to realize such a mode, great amount of difficulties and limitations occur.

The optic appliances placed on gyro-stabilized platforms appear to be more flexible. The world practice has accumulated considerable experience in using such appliances and the market of electronic-optic monitoring and intelligence systems offers sufficiently wide range of such appliances (Petrov, 2010a; Petrova, 2019; Petrov, 2015; Petrov, Miron, 2019a).

The using of gyro-stabilized platforms in the optic monitoring systems ensures the solution of the problem with accompanying a selected target at NMA evolutions in flight or change of the target’s spatial position. The joint mounting of television and infrared camera allows considerable improvement of the received image’s information, and using additional laser range-finder – target indicator gives possibility for the targets coordinates precise defining.

Considering the great variety of the offered optic systems for NMA, the question with selection of equipment depending on the tasks to be executed arises, and to estimate the effectiveness of using the selected appliances.
The following main tasks were reviewed in the process of study:

To estimate the possibilities of the systems for ecologic monitoring, used in NMA

Necessity, actuality and main directions for development of the board systems for ecologic monitoring with using NMA. Finding, localization and announcing of arisen forest and fires and floods, taking into consideration the significance, place and tasks it is going to fulfill for improving the prevention and protection of country’s population at these natural calamities, averages and crises arousal.

To ground the composition, block scheme, interconnections and criteria of evaluation in the ecologic monitoring systems on the base of modern requirements and regulating documents.

The analysis of the used modern appliances and systems for air and ecologic monitoring shows the digital methods for procession of images received from the board system has gained wide application.

Registering the images in the non-motorized aircrafts

Registering cameras are used for registering the images. In them, the various points of the objects’ space are represented by the camera’s optic system in the images’ space at different distance from the focal plain. However, if the distance between the camera and the monitored scene exceeds the optic system’s focal distance significantly, then it can be considered the image is built in its focal plain. In this case, projective model of camera can be used, where the image of the three-dimension object is received through projecting in the focal plane through one single point, which is called optic centre. The straight line, which is perpendicular to the plane of the image and crosses this point, is called camera’s optic axis, and the optic axis’ cross point with the image’s plane – main point.

The gyro-stabilized platform’s optic systems have acquired an important place in the NMA target loading. Their complexity and meaningful functional variety (accompanying a pint in space, calculating relative coordinates of a pint in space, etc.) constantly increase as well as the value of these appliances. That’s why the task for evaluating the effectiveness of applying optic systems on gyro-stabilized platforms turns to be up to date. And the complexity of tasks that non-motorized equipment could be assigned is constantly increasing. The constructively optic systems on gyro-stabilized platforms are performed in a manner, where the lens (and the system of sensors) ensure relative turning in two axes connected in coordinate system OX and OY with angular speeds of x and y. The utmost value of lens’s angular turning is usually selected based on the NMA purpose, where the optic system would be mounted, but generally a circular view and scanning from an angle of place of about 1100-1200 is ensured. The positive value of the alfa angle ensures view and accompanying of an object that are higher that the aircraft’s axis.
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Figure1. Deciphering scheme for defining the effectiveness of the used optic system of a gyro-platform.

Such wide range of the lens’s diversion angle ensures sustainable accompanying of the object at aircraft’s manoeuvres and evolution with optic system.

The theoretic effectiveness at applying optic system that ensures circular view is defined conditionally by the
probability the searched object to be in the reviewed area $F_{\text{reviewed}}$ (fig.1). Defining that indicator, the following conditions have to be taken into consideration:

- The aircraft to have speed of flight $V_{\text{flight}} > 0$,
- The angular speed at lens's optic axis’ turning $\Omega = \sqrt{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2}$ to have limitation. With imitation modeled system „optic appliance – operator” it appears that the angular speed of optic axis’ turning could not be bigger than $(0,06...0,07)/L$ (L-the inclined distance to the centre of the reviewed area in meters).
- The angular speed of lens’s turning depends on the flight’s speed, because of which the $V_{\text{flight}}$ and the value of the aircraft’s angular speed of turning towards the normal coordinate system at perfect evolution should be taken into consideration. Otherwise, blurred image would be seen on the screen, where nothing could be possible to define.
- According to theoretic calculations, the foreseeable area has the shape of a circle and it is supposed that the earth surface is smooth and close to the surface of a sphere with radius equal to the Earth’s radius. In reality, earth’s surface differs considerably from the ideal one by all indicators received for ideal surface.
- The searched object is usually situated where nobody is looking for it. The conditional probability of finding an object with given parameters could be defined by the expression:
  
  $$P_{\text{oo}} = P_{\text{no}}P_{\text{no}}P_{\text{noo}},$$

  Where $P_{\text{no}}$ is the probability the object to be within the limits of the foreseeable area at a certain moment of time. This tactic parameter does not depend on the optic system’s features and characteristics. Because of that it is accepted it is equal to 1,0; $P_{\text{noo}}$ - the probability the searched object to be in the area $F_{\text{eq}}$. It is not seen for this parameter to be dependable on the strategy for searching (i.e. on the law of lens’s optic axis space position change in time) for aircrafts (A) having $V_{\text{flight}} > 0$. This dependence, as it would be later seen, has no any sense. That’s why the value of $P_{\text{noo}}$ could be defined by the following expression:

  $$P_{\text{noo}} = K_{\text{nou}} \frac{\Delta F_{\text{eq}}}{F_{\text{eq}}},$$

  In this case, $V_{\text{flight}} > 0$ should be considered when the foreseeable area in the time has shape different from circle. Then:

  $$P_{\text{noo}} = \frac{\Delta F_{\text{eq}}}{\pi R_{\text{eq}}^2 + 2V_{\text{noo}} R_{\text{eq}}},$$

  $P_{BO}$ is the probability for instantaneous object’s separation on the background of the spreading surface. It depends on the volume of the information coming for the searched object. If the volume of information is sufficient for accepting the hypothesis that this is the object we search for, then $P_{BO} = 1,0$.

  For simplicity and clearness, the following condition is accepted: if the object’s projection occupies 1 pixel and more of the operator’s screen, then $P_{BO} = 1,0$.

  The limited angular speed of lens’s optic axis turning considerably limits the potential possibilities that are preset in the gyro-stabilized platform’s optic-electronic device. The analysis shows that at flight speed of 30 km/h, such device becomes useless: it cannot realize its possibilities and the probability to get on the searched object in the area hardly reaches value of 0,05. The view radius’s increase sharply limits the probability of getting on the searched object in the area. In this regard, the optic system as main appliance
which is solidly attached to the aircraft’s construction (aviation cameras, TV cameras looking downwards, etc.) has significant advantage: with them $P_{\text{Roo}}$ reaches values of 0.95-0.98 of range. Number of conclusions can be made on the grounds of the data:

- Choosing optic system for NMA, what we expect as final result of the non-motorized aviation system should be very carefully considered,

- The availability of the most perfect from technical point of view optic system on the board of NMA does not yet guarantee successful applying in practice,

- The bigger the size of searching area of the earth surface is, the more difficult the use of small NMA and micro NMA is for solving practical problems: in this case their effectiveness would not bare any critics.

Necessity, actuality and main directions for developing board systems for ecologic monitoring using NMA. Finding, localization and announcing of arisen forest and fires and floods, taking into consideration the significance, place and tasks it is going to fulfill for improving the prevention and protection of country’s population at these natural calamities, averages and crises arousal.

The digital procession of images appears to be that part of signals digital procession (SDP), where the signal serves as image. The word „image” means „reproduction or representation of the shape of a human or object”. The physical mechanism that creates the mentioned “reproduction or representation” has an essential significance. In daily life, getting an image is associated with the eyesight, i.e. with stimulating eyes’ retina, and in this case, the image forming subdues to the laws of optics. However, technology has found many other ways for getting an image without the participation of retina. Recently, images are gotten often with the help of system of sensors that register such types of energy, to which the organ of eye sight does not react (here, synthesized radio-locators are included for example, the acoustic holography and the systems using penetrating radiation). Fortunately, having the whole variety of cases, where images are created and registered, they could be described with the help of the general mathematical apparatus.

Presence of distortion in the received images is one of the characteristics of the used optic systems. They could find expression in contrast reduction, geometric distortions, blurring, diluted image as result of camera’s movement, etc. These impose the study of various algorithms for the received images restoration and improvement (Fisenko, Fisenko, 2008; Antonov, 2017; Antonov, 2018).

The images from radars with synthesized aperture have characteristically specific distortions different from those of the optic ones. The fight with them is held most effectively at the very creation of the image, not through procession of already received image as far as the trajectory and the parameters of NMA movement is necessary to be considered.

The described mathematical models of the optic and radar images creating systems allow for elaborating, analyzing and studying of different algorithms for distorted images’ restoration as well as for their quality improvement.

Review and analysis of different types of algorithms for distorted images’ restoration is necessary to be made on the basis of the forming systems’ models. The algorithms should be optimized for various types of distortions – blurring, camera moving, geometric distortions, etc (Enimanov, 2001; Novakova, Enimanov, Andonov, 2007; Enimanov, 2007a-b; Enimanov, 2016; Enimanov, 2019b).

3. CONCLUSION

The various theoretically grounded and studied practically applied methods for procession of air-photo and radiolocation images offer algorithms for consecutive use of various methods aiming ensuring better possibilities for analysis of the information from the images. The great quantity of results of the application of various methods illustrates the peculiarities at applying the various algorithms and the effectiveness with their usage. Studies show that analyzing the objects in the images, the consecutive using of several algorithms for processing is necessary until reaching the desired result. Part of the results included in the monograph is published in the authors’ articles, and greater part is received in the process of working on the monograph itself. The received results show that the various algorithms and methods’ effectiveness is not the same, which requires the operators, who analyze the visual information to be well acquainted to their
possibilities and peculiarities.
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